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HTML5 & .NET Application
Development

Case Overview
Weston Solutions is a premier provider of environmental and infrastructure support services
serving federal, state and local government, industrial, utility and commercial clients.
Weston engaged Oakwood to help them begin an upgrade for a series of critical legacy
applications.

Business Challenges
Deﬁning a development approach which would allow for a consistent pattern across pages of
the application. Upgrading and implementing a similar third-party library with the same
capabilities to replace their older version. As well as refactoring code where necessary
without aﬀecting the current functionality.
Aging technology
Lack of eﬃciency

Solution
The Oakwood team reviewed the application and ultimately decided updating the application
to use .NET master pages would be the best solution. Allowing pages to maintain a site wide
consistent look and feel, the capability to centralize the common functionality of
pages for updates in just one place and upgrade to be html5 compliant.
Going forward future changes will be quick and easy to implement. Time saved on
development because layout and most common features can be handled from a single
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source.
Modernized application to leverage newer technologies
Another successful engagement with total scope of project delivered on time and on budget!

Next Steps
Let us tackle your biggest challenges. Reach out to Oakwood and let’s discuss your business
objectives and technology needs. Please review a few of our business success case studies
here.

About Oakwood
Since 1981, Oakwood has been helping companies of all sizes, across all industries, solve
their business problems. We bring world-class consultants to architect, design and deploy
technology solutions to move your company forward. Our proven approach guarantees
better business outcomes. With ﬂexible engagement options, your project is delivered ontime and on budget. 11,000 satisﬁed clients can’t be wrong. Let’s have a discussion to learn
more about your business needs and goals.

We’d love to hear from you. Send us a message below.
Name *
Email *
Message *

Message
Send Message
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